To all the GISP community, here is the analysis of different wars USA fought over the
centuries.
For the geographic analysis, I have taken the list of all USA war data including location,
casualties over the centuries from different sources such as Wikipedia, ESRI Online maps. I
ran an analysis on top of the created data found a shocking casualty’s rate which higher than
population of state.

The above map symbology represents the number of wars inside a each hexagonbin
created for 1000sqkm .
For Example
< 14 , 14 represents that 14 wars or more than 14 fought in that
hexagonbin location
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• The number of casualties in world war II is higher than the population in Michigan,
North Carolina and Georgia.
• The number of deaths in civil war is higher than the population in Wyoming and Vermont.

Clearly, we can see the 20th century wars reported more percentage of casualties than all
those of other centuries. Imagining the worldwide casualties looks horrifying and more over
the graph shows only the percentage of recorded causalities of USA and the non-reported
numbers must be very high. In every war there are no winners just survivors and those
survivors usually are mentally damaged and will never be the same.

The above map shows war location of USA all over the world

• Density mapping is simply a way to show where
points or lines features are concentrated in a given
area.
• This density map shows the major war impacted
area in the USA. It is based on the density calculation
of War location feature.
• Theoretically, a smoothly curved surface is fitted
over each point.
By above sense War should be avoided. Humans must be taught that war is not the solution
to all our problems because it creates loss of confidence, trigger worse economic
conditions. Some people claim that causes about religion may lead governments to involve
in wars. By end of war there are a lot of deaths.

“If we are to teach real peace in this world and if we are to carry on a real
war against war, we shall have to begin with the children”
Disclaimer : This map is created for educational purpose only but there is no warrant the map or its features are either spatially or
temporally accurate or fit for a particular use. Map created by Solairaja P,GIS Specialist, India.

